
1. Introduction 

This assignment is mainly focus on glass curtain wall system due to my subject of case 

study is mainly constructed in glass material. The assignment is devided into two part. First 

part is introduce the curtain wall system. Second part is case study and analyze the SOGO 

Department Store. 

 

1.1 Introduction of curtain wall 

Curtain wall is a self bearing load structure of a building. Dead loading and wind loading 

transferred to the building structure, typically at the floor line. Also, the function of curtain 

wall is protact the occupants against the weather (rain, moisture), pollution exclusion 

(ashes, dusts), thermal and sound insulation. For the characteristic, it provides adequate 

strength, stability, surability, fire resistance, aesthstics appeal. The most common materials 

for curtain walling are natural stone, metal sheeting and glass. 

 

1.2 History of Curtian wall 

There is the history of the development of curtain wall system by classifying it into three 

generations. 

 

1.2.1  First Generation (1800-1960) 

Generally based on the fixing of vertical mullions to which horizontal rails or transoms, 

frames and insulated panels. This system with mullions and transoms or more commonly 

call the stick system. 

     
The Typical “Stick System”            Moisture movement from floor to floor without 

flashing 



The limitations in First generation :  

- It involves mainly in situ works which requires high standard of workmanship and quality 

control 

- It provides insufficient allowance for movements due to temperature, moisture, creep 

and differential settlement 

- Water resistance relies solely on gaskets and sealants. 

- Lack of floor-to-floor flashing which makes it almost impossible to locate a leak caused 

by water entry at mullion sleeves 

 

1.2.2  Second Generation (1960-1980) 

In this period, a system called panel (or unitized) system is uesd. The whole system is 

composed of panels or units of usually one floor high and one bay wide. Each of them is 

composed of at least one female mullion on one side, one male mullion on the other side.  

 
The Typical “Panel System”              A Pressure Equalization System 

 

The characterised of second generation : 

- Pressure equalisation system which no longer relies totally on the closure of all holes 

but rather on the equalising pressure in the cavity between external and internal skin.  

- Water barrier between floors 

 

Together with these two generation, they are called ‘basic forms of curtain wall 

construction’ 

 

 

 



1.2.3  Third Generation (1980-1990+) 

The characterised of third generation is mainly improve techniques, widely use of structural 

sealants and adhesives was obesrved especially on glazed curtain walls where glass is 

bonded to the frame. The uses of curtain wall become much more diversified in this 

generation. Some spacial and custorm made design (e.g. structural glazing and suspended 

glass assemblies) appared. 

 

2. Systems and Principles  

Curtain walls can be classified by their method of fabrication and installation into the 

following general categories :  

 

2.1 Stick System 

The curtain wall frame (mullions) and glass or opaque panels are installed and connected 

together piece by piece. 

 

There is the installation procedure of a typical stick system in as follows :  

1. Set out main marking. 

2. Cast anchorage angle plate to floor. 

3. Fix fasteners. 

4. Install vertical transom 

5. Install horizontal transom. 

6. Install spandrel Panel. 

7. Install window unit. 

8. Install fire stop and insulation. 

9. Insert cover plate. 

10. Install gypsum board or partition. 

11. Cleaning. 

          

Fastener Fixing Mullion to the Concrete Slab    Welding of “T” Piece to the Mullion 



2.1.1 Curtain walls with glass panels glazed in front of the aluminum with sealant (or 

gasket) joints 

This type of curtain wall called ‘invisible’ mullion or transom curtain wall system. The curtain 

wall framing is invisible for this curtain wall system because the glass is reflective and is 

glazed onto the frontal face of the frame. 

 

 

Section detail to show how mullion is                 Appearance of a curtain wall with 

‘hidden’ behind reflective glass.                      Mullion invisible from outside. 

 

2.1.2 Curtain wall with glass panels clipped onto aluminum framing 

This type of curtain wall called ‘visible’ mullion or transom curtain wall system. The capping 

panels showed on building elevation and let the fram to become visible 

 

 
Section detail to show how mullion is     Both mullions and transoms are ‘visible’ from 

outside 



2.2 Unitized System 

In the unitized system, the curtain wall is composed of large units that are assembled and 

glazed in the factory, shipped to the site and erected on the building. Vertical and horizontal 

mullions of the modules mate together with the adjoining modules. Modules are generally 

constructed one story tall and one module wide but may incorporate multiple modules. 

Typical units are five to six feet wide. 

 

There is the installation procedure of a typical unitized system in as follows :  

1. A monorail system which is a small crane mounted on rails is fixed along the beam or 

slab edge of a building. A Typical monorail crane can usually cover up to 10 floorss of 

installation before it has to be re-sited. 

2. A crane is used to hoist up the curtain walling panels which are usually packaged in 

crates, to the respective loading dock. 

3. Other common methods of handling panels are the use of a gear and cog track pulley 

system, manual crane, etc. 

4. Alignment is checked before installation of panels. 

5. The panel is slid into its neighbour to ensure water tightness 

6. The whole system is cleaned after all panel are installed 

 

         
A vertical joint between split mullions which          A horizontal joint between two 

belong to the neighboring two units                 successive units. The joint also       

respectively                                      called a stack joint. 

       

 



2.3  Glass wall with spiders and truss systems 

The big glass wall mainly supported by a stainless steel truss system. Heavy steel box 

section column can instead of the truss system. 

 

  

Glass wall with spiders             Glass wall supported with spiders and pre-stressed 

cables. 

 

2.4 Installation Requirements 

To achieve a high quality, good performance and high durability of installation.  

Skill labour to keep the construction and maintenance. 

Follow the requirements of material used. 

Follow the method of construction 

 

2.5 Regulations and Standards  

For different designs of curtain wall, the method of installation varies greatly. Therefore, 

there are no specific regulations or standards imposed by the government in the process of 

curtain wall installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Fundamental of curtain wall 

 

3.1Thermal Performance (Conduction, Solar Radiation, Thermal Break , Comfort) 

Glass curtain wall may heat up the interior space through conduction and solar radiation. 

Control the heat flow (Thermal Break) and air flow can keep the indoor environment to be 

comfort. 

 

3.2 Moisture Protection (Water Penetration, Condensation Resistance) 

Normally, curtain wall use pressure-equalized rainscreen systems because it can Provid a 

high level water and air resistance. 

  
Pressure-equalized rainscreen systems 

 

3.3 Visual (Daylighting, Aesthetics)  

Basically, glazing appearance (see Glazing) and sightlines is the key visual features for 

glass curtain wall.  

 

3.4 Sound (Acoustics) 

The acoustic performance of curtain walls is primarily a function of the glazing and internal 

seals to stop air leakage. Sound insulation infill and airtight layer can improve the 

performance. 

 

3.5 Support of Curtain Walls 

The glass must accommodate the movement of the surrounding fram due to thermal 

movement  



 

3.6 Safety (Fire Safety) 

3.7 Maintenance 

 

 

4. Design consideration  

There are some design requirments of curtain wall are listed out by Hutcheon (1963).These 

requirements can be grouped into three areas : Performance requirements, Structural 

requirements and Durability requirements. 

 

4.1) Performance Requirements  

They are the capability of the curtain wall to control heat flow, air flow, water vapour flow, 

rain penetration, radiations, noise and fire. Satisfying these requirements means the 

buildings can provide its occupants an indoor environment which is good and safe.  

 

4.2) Structural Requirements  

It requires the curtain wall to provide strength and rigidity. To ensure the structure have 

adequate strength to hold itself after being install onto the building structure, designers 

should consider the dead loads and live loads of the structure. For curtain wall, as it is 

defined as non-structural load bearing for the building, the dead load is the weight of its 

components. The live loads are the occasionally imposed static and dynamic loads. Such 

as wind load, thermal stress and weight of rain water carried through the drained joints’ 

drainage zone. 

 

4.3) Durability Requirements  

Other than being capable to withstand impacts from the natural environment, the system 

should be durable in order to keep the maintenance cost a minimum. The design section of 

the suggested audit is concentrated on a limited number of key items. They are weather 

protection, interfaces between dissimilar materials, the conjunction between curtain wall 

and the structure, and the wind load likely to be faced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Infills material  

-Glass 

Exception of plastics, it is the only transparent material for curtain wall system. It provides 

daylighting and visional connection with the outside. However, glass will brittle with different 

type of load and without prior signs for distress.  

 

5.1 Float Glass 

Float glass is also called ordinary annealed glass. In thin sheet form, very common use in 

the old century. However, it is easy to break into a sharp-edged if sudden impact a huge 

load to the glass. The sharp-edged glass will cause injury or potentially lethal. Therefore, it 

can be considered as a safety glass only when it is sufficiently thick to resist breakage. 

 

 
Use of float glass at Crystal Palace railway station, London 

 

5.2 Heat Strengthened Glass  

It is formed by float glass which is heated to 550oc and cooled down quickly. Double 

bending strength of float glass. However this type of glass can not be considered for 

construction due to the same problem of float glass except the sufficiently thick to resist 

breakage. 

 

5.3 Tempered Glass 

Called toughened glass. Formed similar to Heat Strengthened Glass but higher 

temperature (650 oc) and cooled in a more rapid way. For the characteristic, tempered 

glass has higher allowable stress due to the compressive stress in the surface which is 

balanced by tensile stress in the body. 



Compared with float glass, it can resist higher wind load and higher temperature (250-230 

oC). But more susceptible to scratching because the glass surface is not as hard as that 

annealed glass. To prevent this, manufacturers may apply various coatings or laminates to 

the surface of the glass. 

 

As the compressive stress force in the glass, any cutting or grinding must be done before 

toughening. When the glass broken, glass remain within the frame because there is a release of 

energy from the glass. Also it crumble into small pieces of non-pointed glass beads and less likely 

to cause injury. With these two reason, tempered can be consider as a safety glass. 

 
Tempered Glass                         Tempered Glass (Broken) 

Toughened glass is used when strength, thermal resistance and safety are important 

considerations.  

Toughened glass is used in buildings for unframed assemblies (such as frameless doors), 

structurally-loaded applications, and any other application that would become dangerous in 

the event of human impact. 

5.4 Laminated glass 

A type of safety glass. Float glass, heat strengthened glass or tempered glass can be 

laminated with a plastic film between two lites for safety reason or increased sound 

resistance. A typical laminated makeup would be 3 mm glass / 0.38 mm interlayer / 3 mm 

glass. This gives a final product that would be referred to as 6.38 laminated glass. Multiple 

laminates glass can increase their strength. The interlayer can keep the layers of glass 

boned even when broken, also it is a high strength prevent the glass to break up into a 

large sharp pierce. Therefore, the ‘spider wed’ which is a cracking pattern will be happen 

when the glass broken. 



           
‘Spider Wed’                                          Lam inated Glass 

Windscreen or windshield is useing laminated glass, which will not shatter when broken. 

 

Nowadays metallised and electroconductive PET-Interlayers are used as substrate for light 

emitting diodes and laminated to or between glass. There is a typical laminated makeup :  

 

Top Layer : Glass 

Interlayer : Transparent thermoplastic material like TPU, PVB or EVA 

Interlayer : LED (light emitting diodes)on transparent conductive Polymer 

Interlayer : Transparent thermoplastic material like TPU, PVB or EVA 

Bottom layer : Glass 

      

PET-Interlayers                                Laminated glass also used in glass 

sculptures. 

 



5.4 Panels 

If transparency or translucency is not desired, metal panel and stone panel are also 

common use in Hong Kong. Normally they are combined with glass units in the aluminum 

curtain wall frame. Other are merely a screen for the rain, such as the open joint systems or 

punched metal screens, while still other panels may be joined with sophisticated 

pressure-equalized joints. 

 

For the metal, commonly used is rolled aluminum sheet panel (Honeycomb backed and 

Aluminum composite material) because of corrosion resistant and comes with variety of 

finishes in a wide range of color. It can be fabricated in panels, shingles or laminated to 

sheathing for direct attachment to light-gauge frame. Stainless steel also is a long-lasting 

and comes in a number of finishes. However, the life-cycle cost makes it more economical. 

 

Stone panel can have different type of color and patterns in the natural. However stone is a 

heterogeneous material with limited factor availability. Such as color, size and some 

special finish. 

 

Stone can be selected on the basis of type, grade and finish, also it can be casted in 

concrete panels, supported by a light-gauge metal truss, or directly supported by an in-situ 

concrete or concrete masonry back up wall wall clips. All of them are influence the 

durability appearance. Climare, including exposure and contract cycle, should be consider 

in the stone type and finish. Stone traditionally used on exteriors are granite, limestone, 

sandstone and marble. 

 

5.5 Other special material (e.g. Louver) 

Curtain wall systems can be adapted to accept most types of louver systems to maintain 

the same architectural sightlines and style while providing the necessary functionality. They 

can also allowing outside air to filter into the building to take advantage of favorable climatic 

conditions and minimize the usage of energy-consuming HVAC systems. 

 

6. Maintenance and repair 

For the Maintenance, there are some factor for consideration :  

 

- Curtain wall should be designed for accessibility for general maintenance, cleaning and 

repair work.  

- Check sealant joint and replaced it in periodically. Provision must be provided for this 

important maintenance task.  

- Recoating with an air-dry fluoropolymer coating on Aluminum frames periodically. 


